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PROPOSAL for the CANTERBURY REGIONAL COUNCIL
PEST MANAGEMENT PLAN

Feed Back from Fraser Rn,q .

My Feed Back on the Plan proposals;

I attended the recent workshop here in Timaru on the Plan Proposals and found the
information
provided most helpful. In particular the list of weed species set out on the
programme sheets.
I also provided my views on the management of pests, dated 23.02.16, where I

highlighted several weed and animal pests of particular concern and asked that they be
included in the proposed Management Plan. However, few if any of the suggestions
that I made have been given further consideration. I have now attached a copy of that

letter and ask that those views now be taken on board as some of the ones mentioned
are now conflicting with our natural environment to a serious extent.

Programme: the plant pest weed species, on the Drq# information - notfinal are all
generally supported for inclusion in their particular Programme categories. However,
there are some in my letter ofthe 23.02.16 which I do ask to be considered and
included because oftheir existing impacts on the natural environment.

I would most strongly ask that the following pests be added to the Programme lists:
1. Sycamore: as stated earlier in my letter, sycamores are now becoming a
serious problem in many bush and natural areas, throughout the South Canterbury
foothills and lower country' including along several riverbeds as well. The seeds from
such stands are wind blown and travel some distance away from the parent trees.
Much time and effort is needed to deal with, and remove, sycamores from stands of
local bush by dedicated volunteers. So a much more concerted effort is needed to
control the seed sources for sycamore. The propagation, sale and distribution of
sycamore should be banned absolutely and included in this Plan to deal with the
escalating sycamore spread on both public and private land. So ask
that sycamore be included in the Programme, within site-led programme, at

least.

2. Chilean Flame creeper - this red flowered climber has become established in
several natural areas on both public and private land. And is a particularly difficult
weed to control and eliminate. But it does need to be controlled and eliminated, if
possible and should be included in the Programme for weeds. So, ask, that chilean
flame creeper be included in the Programme, within the site-led programme at

least.

3. Hawthorn: this troublesome weed is widespread in several local bush areas,
including Kakahu Bush, and needs to be firmly controlled as its fruit and seeds are
spread widely by birds. Much time and effort is being spent to control and limit the
spread of this highly invasive plant pest. So, ask that hawthorn be included in the
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Programme, within the site-led programme at least.
4. Darwin's Barberry - understand that this pest plant is subject to the
Biosecurity Act sections 52 and 53 and there are bans on the movement, release and
spread of this plant, nor cannot it be sold, propagated or multiplied. And that

Environment Canterbury will be responsible for the advocacy, education, surveillance,
and that the Regional Council will provide inspections. All these measures are fully

supported especially for plant nurseries and the like. A biological control organism is
now available for such control and ask that the Regional Council advocate for its use
locally. Darwin's barberry is a troublesome weed in Claremont Bush Scenic Reserve
and needs to be controlled there.

5. Wilding conifers: here it is understood that such species are subject to the
Biosecurity Act section 52 and 53. However douglas fir is not named on the

Programme for containment. Ask that this be included, if not already done so, as it
is a highly invasive species and can invade stands of native forest, to their
detriment.

6. Old Man's Beard: also subject to the Biosecurity Act sections 52 and 53.
with Environment Canterbury having a role for advocacy, education and control.
A special control or eradication focus should be on the beds of rivers where is it
frequently present and can provide a seed source to infiltrate nearby stands of bush
and native forests. So ask that that the Council have a focus to control and

eliminate old man's beard, especially on the beds of local rivers within the Siteled programme.

7. Others: several other potentially pest plants have been mentioned in my letter
of 23.02.16 which also impact on the natural environment. Ask that these other
species also be considered and placed on one of the Programme lists.

8. Bennett's Wallaby: probably the most serious pest we have which affects
bush, native forests and other indigenous vegetation. And wallabies have spread

widely in recent years and their numbers have build up markedly with impacts for the
natural environment. So while the proposed rules, for wallabies, are supported,
more needs to be done to control and reduce their numbers in all areas, including
within natural stands of native bush and native forests. Sustained control would

be supported.

9. Possum: this animal pest is present throughout the Canterbury Region and
causes significant damage to indigenous vegetation, such as rata, and also preyon the
eggs and young of native birds, in their nests. Sustained possum control is needed
throughout the region, not only for animal health reasons but also to protect and
enhance biodiversity, especially native wildlife. So, ask that possums be controlled
in areas outside the AHB TB control areas, either by encouraging private
operators or/and included within the site-led programme.
10.

More Pests: there are many more pest organisms that need to be effectively

controlled or eliminated and include, gorse, broom, rabbits, ivy, old man's beard, bell
heather and Spanish heath. Where included in the Proposal the programmes, this is
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generally supported. Privet has recently become established in one or our bush areas
which I help to maintain, and ask that it be kept under surveil ance and a record
kept of the sites where it has been found and documented for future reference.
In conclusion: ask that these views and suggestions be given serious

consideration when the proposals to manage pests are developed further. And so
help to makeanda significant
contribution
ensuring our natural environment is
maintained
enhanced for
the longertoterm.
Yours

Fraser Ross

Attached:

Submission of Fraser Ross, 23.02.16
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Canterbury Regional Pest Management Plan
Submission from Fraser Ross -

My views:

There should not be any less regulation of pests within property boundaries. However,
there should be a more co-operative approach between neighbours and other
organisations with land based responsibilities especially the Dept of Conservation, the
Regional Council, Linz and the local District Councils.

There should not be less focus on existing pests - in fact there should be more focus
on particular pests including wallabies.

Yes there should be a lot more focus on stopping pests from getting a foothold overall.
As prevention would be much more cost effective in the longer term if invasive pests
were eliminated or greatly reduced before they increase and control becomes much
more difficult.

Yes there should be much more focus on managing pests for environmental gains such

as wallabies and sycamore. These two pests have increased greatly over the past years
and are causing significant problems for important local natural environments.
Yes there should be much more collaboration to stop both the arrival of new potential
pests and the escalation of pest numbers already here. As said above include all

agencies, landowners and non government organisations to work together to confront
the escalating problem of both weed and animal pests.

And, yes there should be much better education, communication and advice given
right across the broad spectrum of our community. In the past Environment
Canterbury was very proactive with raising awareness of pests, not only to landowners

but also to people in the urban communities. Such awareness raising needs to be
recommenced urgently.
Some Weeds of concern:

-Bell Heather - has been funded for sometime and this should continue and is
supported.

-Spanish Heath - a persistent weed on the hill country here and its spread is aided by
pigs as it germinates readily on pig rooted areas. So control of wild pigs should be part
of the attack to eliminate or reduce this persistent weed pest.

-Sycamore - now becoming a serious problem in several bush and natural areas,
where it is steadily extending its presence into high quality stands of native bush

especially along the foothills and in other natural areas. Over the years the incursion of
this woody tree species into natural areas has extended its range significantly, both on
public and private land. This weed species can suppress the growth and regeneration
of many native species and compromise important stands of native forests and bush as
now can be seen in places; Request that this dominating pest weed be added to the
Pest Management Strategy.

-Hawthorn - similarly it is widespread in some local bush areas including Kakahu
Ecan Pest Management Plan FBR 23.02.16
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Bush and needs to be firmly controlled to prevent further infiltration into stands of
native bush; Control methods are available although it does need people resources to
do that. Request that this weed species be added to the pest management strategy.

-Old Mans Beard, a persistent problem along many riverbeds and some bush areas
and needs on-going control either by biological methods or herbicide treatment;

-Chilean flame creeper, a persistent problem and control methods need to be
researched for including effective biological control agents; Request that effective
methods be developed, and made available, for the control of this invasive weed.

-Wilding Trees, again another persistent problem and control methods need to be
more widely implemented - such as basal bark control applications. Ask that greater
efforts be made to control wilding trees, especially in the High Countcy;

-Himalayan honeysuckle is fairly widespread in bush areas locally and again
biological control methods should be sought;
-needle grass, nassella, pampas and other invasive grassland species need to be
subject to firm control or eradication programmes;

-"DOC's Dirty Dozen" include these ifthey are found in the Canterbury Region;
-Darwin's Barberry - widespread and degrades the environmental integrity ofbush

and other nature areas. There is now a biological control organism which has just been
released in Southland, so advocate for its release here even though it may take many

years to be effective in reducing the population numbers of this widespread weed.
-water weeds need to be included as well; Request that biological control of this
weed pest be seriously considered

Others - ivy is also becoming widespread along some of local rivers as well as OMB.
Effective control methods for ivy should be sought as it will become much more
widespread in the future. Ask that effective methods for ivy be sought.
Broom: introduced broom should be firmly controlled in all areas where it is a threat
to native plants and native ecosystems. Ask that introduced broom remain as a
pest plant within the Pest Management Stratef
Animal Pests

-Wallabies - infestations are spreading throughout our region and they appear from

time to time in and near to Timaru City. Probably the most serious pest to native
forests and bush we have here preventing natural regeneration of most natural species
including the more important canopy species such as some podocarp species, matai
and kahikatea, whiteywood and many other understorey plants. After looking at
several local bush areas recently many of these areas, on public and private lands,
appear to be devastated by wallabies in particular but also deer in some places. Some
ofthese bush areas are now showing serious signs of canopy collapse with the bright
sunlight streaming through holes in the bush. The long term future of many of these
bush areas is being put at risk by wallabies, in particular. So, I would like to see the
control of wallabies pushed much harder both for agricultural productive reasons and,
importantly for critical biological benefits. Ask for more intensive control on
wallabies so that there is a marked reduction in their numbers within SC.

-rooks, feral cats, stoats and possums need continuing control. ECan is undertaking
pest control work at Kakahu Bush and beyond for the benefit of the long tailed bat and
native bird species generally. Such essential pest control work is fully appreciated and
must be continued for the longer term to ensure the survival of many native species..
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Education - this should be an essential part of the Plan not only to raise awareness of

pests to landowners but also to the general public as well.
NGOs efforts: NGOs and individuals undertake weed and pest control not only on
the land they own or helps to manage but also on public and private land as well.
Many hours of effort are made controlling weeds, such as broom, in areas where there
are vulnerable native species, and within important stands of native forests here in
South Canterbury.
Funding: landowners should have a good level ofresponsibility for the controlling of
weeds and pests on their properties and provide some funding, at least. However,
where there are special biodiversity values present on private land then funding from
other sources could be appropriate.

Monitoring: ECan must provide adequate funding and staff resources to ensure that
the provisions of the Plan, when adopted, are indeed implemented. So, that biological
values are indeed enhanced and protected for the longer term.
Research: there should be ongoing research undertaken to find control agents to

reduce or eliminate persistent weeds such as chilean flame creeper and old mans
beard. Such research could be undertaken by other agencies with Government

funding grants as the benefits could be more widespread then just for the Canterbury
Region..

Hearings: if a hearing of submissions is to be held in Timaru I would be prepared to
attend and speak to my submission requests.
Not public: I request that my name and personal details not be made public.
In conclusion: trust that these views and thoughts will be helpful so that our overall
natural environment is maintained and enhanced for the longer term.'
Fraser Ross
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